We formally prove that closure conversion with flat environments for CPS lambda calculus is correct (preserves semantics) and safe for time and space, meaning that produced code preserves the time and space required for the execution of the source program.
INTRODUCTION
Formally verified compilers [Kumar et al. 2014; Leroy 2009; Neis et al. 2015] guarantee that the compiled executable behaves according to the specification of the source language. Most of the times, however, this specification is limited to the result of the computation, i.e. the extensional behavior of the program. But programmers also expect compilers to preserve programs' intensional properties, such as resource consumption, and failure to do so may result in performance and security leaks. At the same time, static cost analysis frameworks enable programmers to formally reason about the running time Jost et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2017 ] and memory usage [Albert et al. 2010; Unnikrishnan and Stoller 2009] of programs. But a compiler that fails to preserve resource consumption renders source-level cost analysis useless. There are few examples in the literature of program transformations certified with respect to resource consumption [Crary and Weirich 2000; Minamide 1999] , and most are limited to running time. We develop a general proof framework, based on logical relations, that supports reasoning about preservation of resource consumption. Inspired by a well-known example of space-safety failureÐthe (still-employed by implementations of functional languages) linked closure conversion algorithmÐwe apply our framework to show that flat closure conversion is safe with respect to both time and space.
Closure conversion is used to implement static scoping in languages with nested functions: a program with nested lambdas that may reference variables nonlocal to their definition is transformed to a flat-scope program in which lambdas do not have free variables, and are packaged together with their environment, that contains the values of their free variables, to form a closure. Designers of optimizing compilers try to optimize the closure data structures for creation time, access depth of variables, and space usage, and a standard optimization technique is to share parts of the closure environment across multiple closures. If a closure, however, contains variables of different future lifetimes (some of which may be pointers to large data structures) then the garbage collector cannot reclaim the data until the entire closure-pair is no longer accessible; this can increase the program's memory use by an amount not bounded by any constant factor [Appel 1992 ]. Closure conversion that does not increase the space (respectively, time) usage of a garbage-collected program (by more than a constant factor per program) is called safe for space (respectively, safe for time). In fact, shared environment representations that may leak space are still employed: the JavaScript V8 engine's environment sharing strategy, based on linked environment representations, is not safe for space [Egorov 2012 ]. Standard flat closures are safe for space, but not necessarily optimal for creation time. More efficient safe-for-space closure conversion algorithms exist Appel 1994, 2000] , but no one has attempted to formally reason about space safety of closure conversion.
The difficulty is, to reason formally about space consumption in garbage-collected programs, it is not enough to account for the allocated heap cells during execution. One must explicitly reason about the number of cells simultaneously live in the heap at any point during the execution of the source program, and show that this is preserved by the transformed program. Minamide [1999] employs this technique to prove space preservation of the CPS transformation. Using a simulation argument, he shows that the maximum size of the reachable heap, i.e. the ideal amount of space required for a program's execution, is preserved by the transformation. In closure conversion this is more challenging as it changes the shape of a program's heap data structures and lifetime much more than CPS conversion. Furthermore, we are aiming at not just showing that the ideal space usage is preserved, but also connecting the idealized space usage (reflected in our source cost model) with a target cost model that is closer to the actual implementation. We achieve that that by accounting for the size of the whole heap (not just its reachable part) and explicitly modeling calls to the garbage collector.
Our proof uses a standard technique in proving semantic preservation: logical relations. The main technical novelty is that in our logical relation we impose pre-and postconditions on the related programs. We use them to establish the (time and space) resource bounds simultaneously with functional correctness, by showing that the input and output programs of the transformation inhabit the logical relation. We overcome several technical difficulties associated with logical relations. The presence of garbage collection complicates Kripke monotonicity, which states that whenever two values are related, they remain related for future states of a program's execution. Invoking a garbage collector causes heaps to not only grow during execution, but also shrink and become renamed (in the case of copying garbage collectors). We overcome this by explicitly quantifying over all future heaps in our logical relation definitions (as is common in Kripke logical relations) for the right notion of łfuturež. We also explain why pre-and postcondition monotonicity (which in Hoare logic enables compositional reasoning with the use of weakening, strengthening, and frame rules) does not hold directly for our logical relations, and how it is possible to restore it. Finally, we show how our logical relation can be used to prove that divergence and space consumption of diverging programs is preserved (a program can run indefinitely in a bounded memory).
Contributions.
• Our general framework, based on step-indexed logical relations, establishes intensional relational properties of programs simultaneously with semantic preservation. This technique is compatible with both garbage collection and divergent source programs, two aspects that cannot be handled by traditional logical relations and require complex machinery.
• We define time and space profiling semantics for CPS λ-calculus, for code before and after closure conversion. Our łidealizedž source cost model is appropriate for programmers to reason about the consumption of their programs, whereas the target cost model is closer to the implementation of the language.
• With these tools, we formally prove that flat closure conversion is correct and safe for time and space. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first formal proof of space-safety of a closure conversion transformation. Our results are all mechanized in the Coq proof assistant. The CPS intermediate representation and the closure conversion transformation are parts of the CertiCoq compiler [Anand et al. 2017] , an extraction pipeline from Coq to C. 1 All the phases of CertiCoqÐfrom Coq abstract-syntax trees to assembly languageÐare verified for functional correctness, or in the process of being verified. Our closure-conversion correctness proof composes with correctness proofs of the other phases. 2 The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we give an overview of closure conversion and different closure environment representations, explaining why linked environments fail to preserve asymptotic complexity. In sections 5 and 6 we give the formal definition of the language, its semantics, and the closure-conversion transformation. In section 7, we describe our logical relation framework and in section 8 we apply it to prove correctness of the closure conversion transformation. We conclude with related and future work (sections 9 and 10).
CLOSURE REPRESENTATION
In functional languages like ML, nested functions can access variables that are nonlocal to their definition but are formal parameters or local definitions of an enclosing function. To implement accesses to nonlocal variables, compilers employ a closure-conversion transformation [Appel and Jim 1989; Kelsey and Hudak 1989] , in which the environment of each function, represented as a record, is passed as an extra parameter and free-variable accesses are compiled to accesses to the environment parameter. Function values are represented as closures, i.e. pairs of a code pointer and the environment. At application time the code and the environment components are projected out of the pair and the latter is passed as an argument to the former.
The representation of closure environments is crucial to the design of a closure conversion algorithm. Several closure representations have been proposed, each of them trying to optimize metrics such as space consumption, number of accesses to the environment, and closure creation time [Keep et al. 2012; Appel 1994, 2000] . However, the choice of representation may affect the space-safety of a program.
Flat Closure Representation
In the flat representation of closures (Figure 1b) , the environment of each function is a record that contains exactly the values of the function's free variables.
Execution time. The time overhead of flat closure conversion consists of the time needed to allocate the closure environment and pair upon each function definition, which is proportional Linked closures appear to save space; for example, the flat closure environment for h is three words (x, y, u) but the linked representation is just one word. But linked closures are not safe for space; suppose k is live but д is not, then with flat closures w is garbage-collectible but with linked closures w is still reachable. If w is the root of a large data structure, this is significant.
to some constant amount plus the size of the function's environment, and the time needed for fetching free-variable values from the environment, which in flat environments is always constant.
Since the size of the environment is the number of free variables in the function's body, the total overhead cannot exceed the consumption of the source times a factor proportional to the size of the source program.
In the above analysis, we implicitly assume that, in the source cost model, function definitions incur constant cost. As we will describe in section 5, in our source cost model, function definitions incur time proportional to the number of their free variables, that allows us to establish a more precise bound on the running time of the target.
Execution space. To reason about the space overhead, we must think about the amount of live space in the heap of the closure converted program. For each function definition, the code explicitly constructs an environment and stores it in the heap, which takes up space proportional to the number of free variables in the function. But also, storing the values of free variables in the environment record keeps them alive during the execution of the function for at least as long as the environment pointer is live, which is at most when the function exits. This might be past the variable's original lifetime, i.e. its last use within its scope, and therefore it prevents the garbage collector from reclaiming the space. Notice, however, that the lifetime of any variable cannot become extended beyond the lifetime of the function in which it was originally used (CPS functions never return). Since these variables are live in the source program when the function started executing (but they can be reclaimed sooner), the overhead in the live space of the target program cannot exceed the amount of allocation that happens until the next function call, which is proportional to the size of the function body. Hence, the overhead is upper-bounded by the size of the program.
Linked Closure Representation
In the flat environments in Figure 1b , free variables x, y and z appear multiple times. This increases both the time and the space that the program consumes: when creating environments for nested functions the values of their free variables must be copied from the environment of the immediately enclosing function to the newly constructed environment and, in addition, these environments can be live in the heap, simultaneously holding multiple copies of the same value.
The linked closure representation attempts to avoid this by introducing pointers from the environments of nested functions to the environments of the immediately enclosing functions.
When function k is nested within function h, the linked closure for k contains (locally) only the variables free in k but not in h, and points to h's environment for the remaining free variables of k.
Although this representation might save time and space through sharing of free variables across function environments, it is not safe for space. In particular, any closure at some nesting depth can access the closure environments of the all the enclosing functions. This extends lifetime of variables across function calls, and can introduce memory leaks. Figure 2 shows an example adapted from Appel [1992] . The function double n creates a list that repeats 0, n times, then it returns a function that computes the length of the list and that, in turn, returns another function that adds the computed length to n. We expect the space complexity of the program to be O(M): every call to double requires O(M) space and in the final result we store M closures, each of them taking up constant space. With linked closures, however, each closure that is created for д will maintain a pointer to the closure environment of f that in turn points to a list of length 1 to M, that cannot be reclaimed by the garbage collector, even though it is not needed. Since the final list keeps M closures, the space required for the execution of the program is O(M 2 ). The Javascript V8 engine uses linked environments. Furthermore, it attempts to save time and space by sharing environments between all closures that are defined in the same scope. Environments are created eagerly upon entry to a scope. Although this may appear reasonable as it reduces closure creation time, if the free variables of different functions have different (future) lifetimes, it is not safe for space. As in the previous case, variable lifetimes may extend past the lifetime of functions they are originally used, and lead to asymptotically worse space consumption [Egorov 2012; Glasser 2013] .
Therefore: since unsafe-for-space closures can worsen the memory usage of a program by much more than a constant factor, it is important to use safe-for-space closure conversion.
The Main Theorem
The top-level corollary that we wish to establish states: Let e be a closed program in our compiler's CPS intermediate language. Letē, in the same language, be the output of the closure-conversion phase. Suppose e evaluates to value v 1 and final heap H 1 , using time c 1 and space m 1 . Thenē evaluates to value v 2 with heap H 2 using time c 2 and space m 2 , such that: (v 1 , H 1 ) relates to (v 2 , H 2 ), c 1 ≤ c 2 ≤ K time * c 1 , and m 2 ≤ m 1 + cost space exp (e); where K time is a small constant and cost space exp (e) a factor proportional to the size of the source program e. The additive factor in the space bound accounts for the amount of allocation that happens during the evaluation of the expression e (i.e. until the next function call happens or the program returns), that is the maximum that the space consumption of the target can diverge from the idealized space consumption of the source program.
In addition, a second corollary applies to programs e that diverge:ē diverges, but its space consumption is guaranteed to remain within bounds.
LANGUAGE AND MEMORY MODEL
Our compiler CPS-converts into a continuation-passing style intermediate representation, and the back-end uses heap-allocated closures, including continuation-closures, and no runtime stack. This greatly simplifies the interface between the compiler and garbage collector: there is no need to specify how to find roots in the stack. Such specifications can be enormously complicated [Diwan et al. 1992] ; furthermore, no C compiler (and certainly no verified C compiler) supports a method to keep track of root-pointers in the stack. McCreight et al. [McCreight et al. 2010] show how to make a source-to-source transformation in C to keep track of roots, but the overhead of this technique is likely to be larger than the cost of heap closures measured by Shao and Appel. One might think heap-allocated closures impose a significant performance cost, but measurements show that (in a system with efficient generational garbage collection) they are just as efficient as stacks [Appel and Shao 1996] We begin our formalization with the definition of the untyped CPS lambda calculus (λ CPS ) that we use as an intermediate representation in our compiler and on which we apply the closure conversion transformation. We also formalize the heap model used by the semantics of our language that we describe in section 5. Expressions. Our intermediate language ( fig. 3 ) is a continuation-passing style lambda calculus with mutually 3 recursive functions, constructors, projections and pattern matching. We use explicit continuation-passing style; the results of any operation are let-bound in their continuations. Sourcelanguage calls and source-language returns both become function applications in the λ CPS , that is, leaves of the abstract syntax tree. Constructors are applied to a (possibly empty) list of variables, and projectors project the ith field of a variable. As usual in CPS, we have a halt construct that denotes the continuation that will return the result of the evaluation to the top-level.
Syntax
Our pattern-matching construct might seem slightly odd: we discriminate the value based on the tag of its constructor but without binding the constructor arguments. It is the responsibility of the pattern expression to perform the appropriate projections to access the constructor arguments. In typed source languages, it is common to combine these into a match construct that is more easily typechecked; but our untyped CPS has simpler combinational primitives for ease of analysis, optimization, and code generation.
We also define evaluation contexts E for the expressions of the calculus. We use contexts to describe new code introduced by closure conversion, so we include only the relevant constructors of the language.
Values and Blocks. Values in our language are either pointers to heap blocks or function pointers. We model function pointers as the actual code of the function: this space taken up by the code of the program is statically known and does not change during the execution. We do not account for executable code in memory.
A heap block represents either a constructed value, a closure, or an environment. A block representing a constructor contains the constructor tag followed by pointers to the constructor arguments. Before closure conversion, closures are represented as a special type of block consisting of a pair of two values, with the first one expected to be a code pointer and the second one an environment. After closure conversion, closures and their environments will be explicitly constructed by the program and will be represented as constructed values, therefore the target code will only use blocks that represent constructed values. Finally, a heap is represented as a partial map from locations to blocks.
Heap Implementation. In our formal development, our definitions are parameterized (using Coq's module system) by a concrete heap implementation that satisfies an abstract interface. To prove the realizability of our abstract heap model, we provide a concrete implementation of heaps that realizes the abstract interface.
We move on to some definitions that will be useful later for the formalization of the source and target cost models and the garbage collector.
Free Locations. The set of locations that appear in a value can be either a singleton or an empty set:
We can then define the locations that appear free in an environment in a subset S of its domain, where σ [S] is the image of S under σ .
We simply write FL Env (σ ) to denote the locations of an environment on its whole domain. This is a useful definition: the set FL Env (σ )[FV(e)] will be the root set of garbage collection.
Using the above definition we can give a definition for the locations that appear free inside a memory block.
Heap Reachability. Given a set of locations S and a heap H , we define the set of successor locations of S as follows.
Intuitively, this defines the set of locations that we can reach through H in one dereferencing step from the set S. The reachable locations from a root set S of pointers can be defined as the least fixed point of the Post operator.
Heap Size. To give a formal account for the space consumption of a program, we shall first define the size of a heap. We consider values to be word-sized, as they are either heap or function pointers. First, we define the size of a heap-allocated block as the number of words that it takes up in memory. Blocks that represent constructed values have size equal to a word, that is used to represent the constructor tag, plus the number of the arguments, which are all word-sized values. The size of a block that represents a closure has a constant size equal to three words that are taken up by the tag and the two values that follow it. Lastly, environments have size equal to a word (for the tag) plus the number of bindings in the environment.
We then define the size of the heap as the sum of the sizes of the allocated blocks.
It is also useful to define the size of the reachable portion of the heap from a root set S, by restricting the sum to only those blocks that are both in the domain of the heap and reachable from the root set.
size(H (l))
HEAP ISOMORPHISM
To specify garbage collection we first formalize a notion of heap isomorphism. After garbage collection the resulting heap will not necessarily be a subheap of the initial heap. Garbage collection algorithms may copy the contents of a location into another to compact the allocated space. Hence, the specification of garbage collection must describe that the reachable portions of the heap before and after garbage collection are equal up to an injective renaming of locations. Injectivity ensures that the same amount of sharing happens before and after garbage collection. 4 We start by defining a relation on pairs of values and heaps that holds when two values represent the same data structure in their corresponding heap. We define this relation simultaneously with the corresponding relations for environments and heap blocks. These definitions recursively look up in the heap following the pointers referenced by heap blocks to check if the data structures that are represented are the same. To ensure well-foundedness of our definitions in the presence of heap cycles 5 , we index them by a natural number indicating the maximum lookup depth in the heap.
Value equivalence 6 is denoted
where n is the lookup index and β a location renaming, represented as a total function on locations. Two values are equivalent if they are either both equivalent locations or equivalent function pointers. Two locations are equivalent if a.) they agree on the location renaming and b.) they are either both undefined or both point to equivalent blocks (denoted (b 1 , H 1 ) ∼ i β (b 2 , H 2 ) and its definition is given below). Two function pointers are equivalent if they syntactically represent the same function.
We define environment equivalence and then use this to define equivalence on blocks representing closure environments. Two environments are equivalent in a set S of free variables, denoted
, if for any variable in the set, both environments map the variable to values that are equivalent in the given heaps, or both mappings are undefined.
When the set S is the full set of variables we simply write
Using the above definitions we can define block equivalence. Two heap blocks are equivalent in their corresponding heaps if they are both constructed values with the same outermost constructor and arguments that are pairwise equivalent values, or if they are both closures whose arguments are pairwise equivalent values, or if they are both equivalent environments.
That concludes the (mutually recursive) definition of value equivalence. We can now define value, environment, and block equivalence for any lookup depth simply by quantifying over all lookup indexes. To simplify future definitions, we also require that the renaming is an injective function in the set of reachable locations.
Given a root set of locations and a renaming of locations, two heaps are isomorphic w.r.t. this renaming if any location in the set is equivalent with its renaming in the second heap.
In the following section we will use this definition to give a specification for garbage collection.
PROFILING SEMANTICS
In this section we formalize the source and target level semantics of λ CPS . We use environmentbased, big-step operational semantics for both the source and target. Although the source and target languages of closure conversion are the same, that is not true for the semantics. Before closure conversion, the semantics need to implicitly construct a closure for each function definition by capturing the relevant part of the environment, and storing it in the heap in a special block type for closures. After closure conversion, the code explicitly constructs environments as ordinary constructed values, and therefore the target semantics only needs to store the pointer to the closed function. Our source and target semantics profile the time and space needed for the execution of the program. Before getting into the details of our definitions, we discuss informally how we measure time and space.
Time. We use fuel-based semantics for both the source and the target: the computation times out if there are not enough units of time available. At each execution step the virtual clock winds down by the cost associated with the language constructor that is being evaluated, which is proportional to its size. The execution time of a program is the smallest fuel value that does not time out.
Space. Our source space-cost semantics measures the size of the reachable heap at every evaluation step, and keeps track of the maximum value. That is, a program's space cost is the maximum reachable heap space during its execution. Conceptually, this is the space consumption of an ideal garbage collector strategy that collects all the unreachable pointers after every execution step.
In principle, we can use the same profiling strategy in the target in order to prove that closure conversion is safe for space. However, we opt for a different strategy in the target that models more accurately the runtime of our target. In particular, we keep track of the maximum size of the actual heap (instead of the reachable heap) but we run a garbage collector upon every function entry. Intuitively, this preserves the idealized measurement of space usage because only a bounded amount of allocation can occur between function calls in CPS. Functions in continuation-passing style are trees of control-flow (no loops) whose leaves are function calls, therefore the amount of heap allocation between function calls is bounded by the path-length of the function. Therefore we overapproximate the truly live data (compared to measuring at every allocation) by an additive amount proportional at worst to the size of the program. By using this profiling strategy in the target, not only we prove that closure conversion is safe-for-space but also that garbage collecting the heap upon every function entry is a safe-for-space garbage-collection strategy. Although this strategy is still idealized with respect to what our real garbage collector is doing, it allows us to carry out a part of the refinement proof between the ideal model and our actual garbage collection implementation łfor freež. Proof. Use a simple two-semispace copying collector [Appel 1992, Ch. 16 ] in memory M = 4A. Each semispace is size 2A, and when it is full, the collector copies it to the other semispace using Cheney's algorithm. Construct an alternate profiling semantics for the target language, which runs the garbage collector at each function call if the size of the heap is ≥ M/4.
In the alternate profiling semantics, one garbage collection takes cA time, for some constant c. The program can run for at least A instructions (it takes at least one instruction to initialize each word of a newly allocated record) before the next collection. Therefore, the total time to run the program in our alternate semantics is bounded by (c + 1)t, and the memory use of our alternate semantics is 4A.
Finally, there is a simple simulation relation between our łideal-garbage-collectorž target semantics (formalized below) and our łreal-garbage-collectorž target semantics (which we do not formalize here). The simulation permits unreachable data to be absent from the ideal heap, but present (not yet collected) in the real heap. □ Our specification permits the use of other (more efficient) garbage collection algorithms, such as generational collection. For any such algorithm, one can formulate a łreal-garbage-collectorž target semantics, prove bounds on the space and time usage of the program, and prove a simulation between the ideal and the real.
Formal Garbage Collection Model
We give a relational specification for ideal garbage collection. Given a root set S we specify when one heap is the collection of another for a given location renaming β.
The two heaps must be isomorphic (up to the given renaming) in the set of the locations reachable from the root set in the initial heap (this also implies that the renaming is injective). To ensure that all the unreachable locations are collected, we require that the domain of the collected heap is a subset of the locations reachable from the root set in the collected heap. We apply the renaming in the initial root set, to find the root set of the collected heap.
To justify our specification of garbage collection we implement in Coq a simple garbage collection algorithm for our concrete heap implementation and we prove that it satisfies the above specification. Our algorithm simply computes the set of reachable locations from the root set and restricts the domain of the heap to this set. This algorithm yields the identity renaming, since locations are not moved.
Operational Semantics
Our big-step operational semantics judgment, written H ; σ ; e ⇓ (i,m) l r , with l ∈ {src, trg} for the source and target semantics respectively, states that a configuration (Conf ∈ Heap × Env × Exp) evaluates to a result r . It is indexed by two metrics: a virtual clock i indicating the available execution steps (decreasing as the program executes), and m indicating the consumed space during execution. The result can be either a pair of a value and a heap or an out-of-time exception, written OOT, that indicates that the program does not terminate within i steps.
We adopt a fuel-based execution cost model to reason about nonterminating programs and their heap consumption. A program diverges if for all values of the clock it yields an out-of-time exception.
The definition is annotated with an upper bound for memory consumption of the diverging program, which might be infinite and hence it belongs to the set N ∪ {∞}.
Source Semantics. The evaluation rules for the source semantics are shown in fig. 4 . In inductive cases, the memory consumption is the maximum of the memory consumption of the recursive call and the size of reachable heap before evaluating the outermost constructor. In base cases (rules Base and OOT) the memory consumption is the size of reachable heap. At every evaluation step we decrease the virtual clock by the cost of each rule, which is given by the function cost(e). If at any point the remaining units of computation are less that the units required to evaluate the outermost constructor the programs terminates with an out-of-time exception.
Most rules are straightforward; here we review the slightly more complicated rules for function definition and application. The rule for function definition (rule Fun) first allocates the environment of the closure, that is the current environment restricted to these variables that appear free in the function body. It then allocates a closure and it binds the function name to the closure pointer in the environment, before evaluating the continuation of the expression. The cost of evaluating a function declaration is a unit of time plus the number of the free variables of the function, to account for the implicit closure environment creation. The rule for function application (rule App) looks up the value of the applied function in the environment which should be a pointer to a closure in the heap. It dereferences the environment pointer of the closure in order to find the closure environment, which extends by binding the formal parameters to the values of the actual parameters and the name of the function to the closure pair. It then evaluates the body of the function in the extended closure environment.
Target Semantics. The semantics for evaluating the code after closure conversion need not construct the closure pair and environment, as this is done explicitly by the code. Therefore the application and function definition cases need to be handled differently in the target semantics. Furthermore, we change the way space profiling works: we profile the actual size of the heap, and we invoke the garbage collector upon function entry. Since heap grows monotonically except for when garbage collection is invoked, it suffices to measure the space in base cases and just before garbage collection and keep track of the maximum space measured during execution. As in the source semantics, evaluating each constructor incurs a cost. In this case the cost associated to the function definition will be constant since the function is closed and the semantics will not construct the closure environment.
Selected evaluation rules are shown in fig. 5 . In the function definition case (rule Fun cc ), the environment is extended with the function name bound to function pointer before evaluating the continuation. In the application case (rule App cc ), the values of the actual parameters and the value of the function that is being looked up in the environment, with the latter expected to be a function pointer. A new environment is constructed by binding the names of the formal parameters to the values of the actual parameters and the function name to the function pointer. Before continuing to the evaluation of the function body, the heap is garbage collected using as roots the locations in environment bindings of the variables of the function.
We define the interpretation of an evaluation context in some given heap and environment, formalized as a judgment of the form H 1 ; σ 1 ; E ▶ c l H 2 ; σ 2 , with l ∈ {src, trg}. The judgment asserts that the evaluation context E is interpreted in heap H 1 and environment σ 1 , yielding a new heap H 2 and environment σ 2 , using c units of time. The rules of this judgment follow closely the rules of the evaluation judgment; we do not show them here. 6 CLOSURE CONVERSION In this section we give a formal account of the flat closure conversion transformation for our CPS intermediate representation. The closure converted code will explicitly construct closure environment and pairs, and will turn free variable occurrences to environment accesses. Function calls will be modified so that they destruct the closure pair and pass the closure environment as an argument to the function. Therefore, the post-closure-conversion semantics (that we presented in the previous section) does not need to capture the environment at the time of function definition or look it up in the heap during function calls. Functions are closed and therefore can be evaluated at the environment containing bindings for the formal parameters and the function name. After closure conversion, all function definitions can be hoisted to the top level, and there are only two levels of scope: the global scope and the scope that is local to every function. The resulting flat, closure-converted code can be directly translated to C.
Closure Conversion
We present closure conversion as a deductive system. The judgment Γ, Φ ⊢ (ϕ,γ ) e ⇝ē asserts thatē is the output of closure conversion of a source program e in a local environment Γ, that contains the names of locally bound free variables (i.e., variables declared within the scope of the current function declaration) and a global environment Φ, that contains the names of free variables in scopes not local to the current function. The judgment is also indexed by two identifiers ϕ (that maps function names in scope to their closure environment) and γ (the name of the formal parameter that corresponds to the closure environment in the current function). We write e ⇝ē for the closure conversion of top-level programs in which case Γ, Φ are empty and ϕ, γ have dummy values. The global environment Φ is an ordered set, that represents the order in which the values of free variables are stored in the closure environment. We formalize an auxiliary judgment Γ, Φ ⊢ (ϕ,γ ) ì x ▷ E, Γ ′ that associates a list of free variables ì x before closure conversion with an evaluation context E, under which the variables should be used in closure converted code, and a possibly updated local environment Γ ′ . Intuitively, the evaluation context will take care of finding the values of free variables by accessing the environment parameter, and constructing the closure pair when this is needed. We want to project each free variable and construct a closure pair at most once within each local scope, we update the local environment so that the next time the same variable will be used it will not be projected or constructed again. Apart from the local and global environments (Γ and Φ respectively), the judgment has two additional parameters: ϕ a partial map that maps function names in scope to their corresponding closure environments, and γ which is the name of the formal parameter of the environment in the current scope, or a dummy variable if we are at the top-level scope.
The rules of this judgment are presented in fig. 6 . If a variable is in the local scope (rule Local), then it can be used as-is. The evaluation context and the local environment do not change. If a pre-closure-conversion variable is in the global environment (rule Global), then we project the value from the current environment parameter and we assign it to a binder that shadows its name. We add the variable to the local environment, so subsequent uses do not cause it to be projected out again. If a pre-closure-conversion variable is in the domain of the function environment map ϕ (rule Function), then it is a function name that must be packed together with its environment (given by the binding of the map) to construct a closure pair. Again, the local environment is extended accordingly.
We may now formalize the closure-conversion judgment ( fig. 7 . The rules for constructor, projection, pattern matching and halt are straightforward propagation rules. All they need to do is to handle the free variables correctly using the judgment we formalized above. The function case (rule cc Fun ), after picking a fresh name for the formal environment parameter of the closure-converted function, closure-converts the body of the function in a local environment that contains only the formal parameters, a global environment that consists of the free variables of the function definition in some particular order and a function map that has a single binding of the currently defined function to its formal environment parameter. The closure-converted code will then construct the closure environment. The function map will be extended with a mapping from the newly defined function to the newly constructed environment, and the continuation will be closure-converted. The application case (rule cc App ), after handling the free variables д and ì x, projects the code pointer and the environment parameter out of the closure and performs the application passing the extra environment argument.
For recursive calls, our closure-conversion transformation will first construct the closure by packing its code with the current environment, then immediately project them out to perform the call. During compilation, these administrative redexes, that do not affect our resource preservation proof, will be eliminated by a proved-correct shrink-reduction transformation .
In our compiler we have a closure-conversion program, a Coq function. Although we could prove it correct directly, we provide this inductive definition as a relational specification for closure conversion. This allows us to reason about closure conversion without worrying about the details of the implementation. Then, we prove that closure-conversion program is correct w.r.t. the relational specification.
LOGICAL RELATION
In this section we build the logical relation that we use to prove closure conversion correct and safe for time and space, and we go through some important properties it satisfies. The idea is that along with proving functional correctness we establish the cost bounds on the resources consumed by evaluating the source and target. We achieve this by parameterizing the logical relation with a pre-and a postcondition. The precondition is imposed on the initial configurations, and the postcondition is guaranteed to hold on the results of the evaluation. Our logical relation construction is nonstandard in the following ways:
• It is parameterized by two pairs of pre-and postconditions. The doubling of pre-and postconditions allows us to prove monotonicity of the logical relation with respect to these and provide weakening and strengthening rules important for compositional reasoning.
• For a certain class of pre-and postconditions, our reasoning applies to diverging sources as well: we show that divergence is preserved and the memory bound holds. We explain how the combination of fuel-based semantics and time resource bounds enable us to extend the reasoning to nonterminating programs.
• Our logical relation is doubly indexed by a step-index that bounds the depth of recursion and it is crucial for the well-foundedness of our definition, and a heap lookup index that bounds the look up depth in the heap. Although one index could (seemingly) have served both purposes, we explain why it is important to decouple the two, and quantify over all lookup indexes in the fundamental theorem of the logical relation.
• Our logical relation satisfies Kripke monotonicity, in that it respects heap isomorphism: when two configurations are related, they are related for all pairs of configurations that are isomorphic to the original configurations. We achieve this by quantifying over all pairs of isomorphic heap-environment pairs. This allows us to maintain relatedness of the evaluation environments through the execution, regardless of how irrelevant portions of the heap may change.
Configuration Relation: A Failed Attempt
We wish to define a logical relation that allows us to relate the costs of the source and target programs along with proving semantic preservation. Setting the value relation aside for now, let us try to define the configuration relation, that relates the execution of a source and a target configuration.
Following the standard pattern in step-indexed logical relations, we start by stating that for a given step index when the source evaluates to a result in less steps than the step index, the target program also evaluates to a result that is related with the result of the source with the value relation (denoted with V). Additionally, we parameterize the relation with a resource precondition that is imposed on the initial configurations, and a resource postcondition that holds on the two pairs of the time and space consumption. The resource bounds can be program-dependent, hence we add the source configuration as a parameter to the resource postcondition, that is Post ∈ Conf → Relation(nat × nat).
The definition of the logical relation looks like,
where C denotes the configuration relation, k is the step index, P and Q the pre-and postcondition, and (H 1 , σ 1 , e 1 ) and (H 2 , σ 2 , e 2 ) the source and target configurations.
We would have been satisfied with this definition if we could prove that the logical relation inhabits it, as it would entail what we wish to establish for the transformation. But technical complications prevent us from using this definition directly.
Compositional Reasoning. We want to prove compatibility lemmas that we can use in our closureconversion proof to establish that each step of the transformation yields related programs. For instance, to prove the projection case we would need a compatibility lemma that roughly states,
2 ) {Q } is the environment relation that asserts that the source and target environments map variables in S to related values.
The above variant of the lemma is problematic because it forces us to use the same pre-and postconditions before and after the evaluation of the outer constructor. This happens because the same pre-and postcondition that are enforced for the current configuration should hold also for future execution of whole functions. Looking back at the closure-conversion rules, before evaluating the right expression we should evaluate the context that causes the projection of the free variables which, if not empty, consumes some units of time. Therefore, after evaluating this context, the initial postcondition will no longer hold. The original postcondition should be reestablished after the evaluation of the two projection constructors, allowing us to apply the induction hypothesis.
To support compositional reasoning we should allow pre-and postconditions to vary in these rules. As we explain below, we can solve this issue by decoupling the pair of pre-and postconditions that are local and hold for the current continuation, from the global that hold for execution of whole functions in the environment and the result.
Heap Monotonicity. The reader familiar with Kripke logical relations might have already identified a different problem: the logical relation does not directly satisfy the Kripke monotonicity requirementÐthat is if two configurations are related then they should remain related for any future version of these configurations, as the evaluation of the expressions goes on. This allows to maintain relatedness of the environment of evaluation during execution of the configuration, and it is crucial to prove that closure conversion inhabits the logical relation. In our case, target heaps not only grow, but also shrink and become renamed, so our aim is to state that two related configurations remain related for all isomorphic environment-heap pairs:
2 ) {Q } One could argue that it's enough to prove the semantics is deterministic up to heap isomorphism, in order to prove that our logical relation respects heap isomorphism. This is not the case: to do this we would have to impose additional requirements that the pre-and postcondition respect heap isomorphism. However, the concrete instantiations we are interested in are not preserved by heap isomorphism, because isomorphic heaps can have arbitrary sizes. Therefore, to achieve monotonicity, we explicitly close our logical definitions over all pairs of isomorphic environmentheap pairs.
Definition
With all this in mind, we can now simultaneously define a value relation that relates the results of evaluation and a configuration relation that relates the execution of two configurations. The relations are defined by induction on two indexes, the usual step index that indicates the maximum recursion depth, and the lookup index that indicates the maximum heap lookup depth.
Configuration Relation. The configuration relation in its final form appears below. Decoupling the indexes i and j is essential for the correctness proofÐby quantifying over all lookup indexes we are able to relate the heaps at any depth for any given step index
We additionally require that the source program cannot get stuck, that is, it terminates with any given amount of fuel either with a result or an out-of-time exception. This is needed to exclude programs that may time out with small fuel values but get stuck later.
Value Relation. The value relation (Figure 8 ) relates the result of two executions at a given step index i, lookup index j and location renaming function β, which keeps track of the mapping between source and target locations. Tracking the renaming allows us to establish that the reachable locations in the two heaps are in bijective correspondence.
Results are related as follows: An out-of-time exception relates only to an out-of-time exception. A pair of a location and a heap is related to another such pair if a.) both locations point to a constructed value in the heap, the target location agrees with the mapping of the source location of renaming function, and the arguments of the constructors are pairwise related at a strictly smaller lookup index; or b.) the source location points to a closure value and the target location points to a closure record. The closure environments must be related by the closure environment relation (denoted with CL and shown below). In addition, for any source and target heaps isomorphic to the original ones at the root set that contains the closure environment, the function maps logically related values to logically related results, and any strictly smaller step index. The environment part of the configuration is the environment part of the closure for the source, and singleton environment mapping the environment parameter to the appropriate location for the target, both extended with the appropriate bindings for the formal parameters and the recursive function. We additionally require that the precondition holds upon function entry. This is crucial in order to instantiate the precondition premise of the configuration relation in the application case.
where
Fig. 8. Value relation
Closure Environment Relation. The closure relation mentioned by the above definition is defined simultaneously with the value relation and it relates a source and a target closure environment pointers. It asserts that the locations of the two pointers agree with the location renaming and that the values of each environment are pairwise related.
As usual, we lift the value relation to environments. The environment relation is annotated with a set of free variables and states that every variable in the set that is bound in the first environment, is also bound in the second environment and the bindings are logically related.
Properties
We discuss formally some important properties of the logical relation.
Relating Nonterminating Programs. A known limitation of logical relations is the inability to reason about divergence preservation. In the usual formulation of logical relations, two programs are vacuously related if the source program doesn't terminate (or gets stuck). We address this limitation here by adopting a fuel-based semantics and raising out-of-time exceptions, which as a result of the computation is logically related only with an other out-of-time exception. We show how this allows us to prove, for a certain class of postconditions, that the translation of a nonterminating program is also a nonterminating program, whose memory consumption is within the desired bounds.
We say a resource is downward (resp. upward) f -bounded if for the resource consumption of the source r src and the target r trg we have that f (r src ) ≤ r trg (resp. r trg ≤ f (r src )) for some function f .
and that Q L implies that time cost is downward f -bounded for some invertible function f , and that the memory consumption is upward д-bounded for some monotonic function д. Then if, for some m 1 , H 1 ; σ 1 ; e 1 ⇑ m 1 src then H 2 ; σ 2 ; e 2 ⇑ m 2 trg for some m 2 . Furthermore, if m 1 ∞ then m 2 ≤ д(m 1 ). This theorem requires that the execution time of the source is bounded by the execution time of the target and the memory usage of the target is bounded by the memory usage of the source. The proof below gives some intuition about these requirements.
Proof. Consider any fuel value i. We will show that the target program diverges when run with fuel i, with some memory consumption that satisfies the bound. Since the source diverges, running the source program with f −1 (i) must return an OOT exception with some memory consumption m ′ 1 ≤ m 1 . From the logical relation, there exists a fuel j for which the target program also returns an OOT exception and has some memory consumption m ′ 2 . Furthermore, from the postcondition, f (f −1 (i)) ≤ j, that is i ≤ j. Hence, by monotonicity of the resource consumption of the target evaluation semantics, the target program runs out of time when run with fuel i with some memory consumption m ′′ 2 ≤ m ′ 2 . To prove the memory bound, we derive from the post condition that m ′ 2 ≤ д(m ′ 1 ) and therefore m ′′ 2 ≤ д(m ′ 1 ). By monotonicity of g and the fact that m ′ 1 ≤ m 1 we obtain that m ′′ 2 ≤ д(m 1 ). □ Local Reasoning. In its first simple form the logical relation did not support compositional reasoning, We address that by allowing a pair of local and a pair of global pre-and postconditions that allow us to restate compositional versions of the compatibility lemmas. Conceptually, by decoupling the global from the local conditions, we obtain monotonicity for the local conditions as that can vary without affecting the global invariant that holds for the execution of whole functions. As an example, we look again at the projection case for an example of a compatibility lemma.
First, we state strengthening and weakening properties for the pre-and postconditions. For compactness, we group constructors that are described as evaluation contexts together, although these properties are meaningful only when these contexts are singleton contexts. Definition 7.3 (Precondition strengthening, context application). PreCtx E 1 E 2 e 1 e 2 P 1 P 2 asserts that for any evaluation context interpretations H 1 ;
holds one the configuration before interpreting the context then
2 ) holds one the final configurations.
Definition 7.4 (Postcondition weakening, context application). PostCtx E 1 E 2 e 1 e 2 Q 1 Q 2 asserts that for any any evaluation context interpretations H 1 ;
on the final configuration and its resource consumption, then
holds on the initial configuration and its resource consumption.
Above, the time consumption of the initial configurations is the time needed for evaluation of the final configurations, plus the time needed for the interpretation of the context. The memory consumption of the source is the maximum of the size of the reachable memory from the initial configurations and the memory consumption of the final configurations. The memory consumption of the target configuration is just propagated.
To establish the bounds when both programs timeout, we need to be able to derive the post condition from the precondition on the current configurations.
Definition 7.5 (Precondition entails postcondition, timeout). PrePostTimeout P Q asserts that if P (H 1 , σ 1 , e 1 ) (H 2 , σ 2 , e 2 ) and c < cost(e 1 ) then
We can now state and prove the projection compatibility theorem in its full generality, encompassing the weakening and strengthening rules for pre-and postconditions.
Theorem 7.6 (Projection Compatibility). Assume that
Heap Size. The environment relation has some useful implications for the structure of the two heaps. First, it implies that the reachable portions of the two heaps (up to depth equal to the heap lookup index) are well-formed, meaning that there are no dangling pointers. Therefore, when we quantify over all lookup indexes in our proof we avoid having to carry around wellformedness assumptions, that are required for various lemmas and also the closure conversion proof. Second, and most importantly, it implies that the set of reachable locations of the two heaps are in correspondence up to the given renaming.
In our proof we will use this fact to show that directly after function entry (and garbage collection in the target) the sizes of the heaps are related. By quantifying the environment relation over all heap depths we can derive that the data structures in the reachable portions of two heaps are in 1-1 correspondence, up to the given renaming. Therefore, we can prove that if two environments are related ∀ j, G (k ,j) β S ⊢ {P } (σ 1 , H 1 ) (σ 2 , H 2 ) {Q }, then the size of the reachable portion of the target is upper bounded by the size of the reachable portion of the source:
. Notice the use of less than or equal here, since nothing prevents the renaming to map two source locations to the same (related with both) target location.
CORRECTNESS PROOF
With this machinery we can prove that closure conversion is correct. We prove that the source and target programs of closure conversion are logically related for an appropriate choice of preand postconditions. In this section we specify the concrete pre-and postconditions for the logical relations proof and we state the correctness theorem.
Time Bound
We are looking to find bounds for the execution time of the target. To handle divergent programs, the execution time of the closure converted program has to be bounded from below by a function of the execution time of the source. This is easy: closure-conversion only adds cost anyway. To derive an upper bound, consider the running time of the closure-converted program: for each source construct there will be an overhead associated with the handling of its free variables, which is at most three steps for each free variable. Function definitions incur additional overhead for the construction of the environment, which costs just one extra step (recall that source cost semantics accounts for cost equal to the number of the free variables of the functions, but this will be zero in the target since functions are closed). For applications there is also an additional overhead equal to three steps, associated with the projections of the code and environment components of the closures and the application of the extra parameter. For any source constructor, the overhead of the target is at most six steps. Therefore the cost of evaluating the target will be at most seven times the cost of evaluating the source. The relation we wish to establish for the execution cost of the two programs is c src ≤ c trg ≤ k time * c trg , where k time = 7.
Space Bound
To derive the space bound, consider how the sizes of the initial configurations relate immediately after function entry, and garbage collection in the target. The size of the target heap will be equal to its reachable portion, which will contain at most the space reachable from its original arguments and the space reachable from the environment argument (if the functions has free variables and the environment is used). The latter includes the allocated space for the environment itself, and the space reachable by the free variables of the original program, whose values are exactly the fields of the environment record. The reachable portion of the source heap will contain at least the space reachable by the arguments, and the space reachable by the free variables of the function, and the closure itself (code pointer + environment pointer + tag, 3 words) if the function is recursive. This closure will be allocated for the target closure too, but unlike the source semantics that does it eagerly, the target will do it just before the function name is used; so we must account for the cost of the closure that may be allocated later in the execution of the target. We also account for the size of the environment that may be present in the target Therefore, when a function starts executing the two initial configurations will be related as follows:
When evaluating the target function, the heap can grow at most by a an amount proportional to the size of e src , until the program returns or the next function is called and this relation in established again. Let cost space exp (e src ) be the maximum amount of allocation that can happen during the evaluation of e trg . The size of the target heap, during the evaluation of the closure converted function, will remain below
Hence the memory consumption of the program, will be upper bounded by the maximum of the above expression and the memory consumption of the execution of its continuation, which is a function call and has a similar upper bound. Observe that the size of the reachable portion of the source heap will be below the memory consumption m src , which follows directly by the way the source space consumption is calculated. Therefore we expect that the target space consumption will be below the source consumption plus the maximum overhead incurred by the evaluation of the current function or any future function call. 
Most cases are straightforward, but it is worth discussing the function definition case, which is the most complicated. We take the maximum of two terms that correspond to the maximum allocation that can happen during the evaluation of the current expression, and the maximum allocation that can happen during the evaluation of function being defined. The first term amounts to the size of the closure environment that will be allocated, the space of the closure that will be allocated in when it is used in this scope, and the space that will be allocated when evaluating the rest of the program. The second term amounts to the size of the environment of the function plus the space that will be allocated during its evaluation. We can compute the maximum amount of allocation that can happen when evaluating any function pointer that is stored in the heap as described by the following definition.
We have formulated the bound that we expect to hold for the space consumption of the two programs, but we're not done yet. These pre-and postconditions will hold only directly after function entry, not necessarily during the execution of the two functions. We need to find pre-and postconditions that capture the relation of the resources at any point during execution. Let us first state the precondition in a more general way. In particular, assume that for some parameters A and δ we have that size(H trg ) + 3 * |F | ≤ A + δ , where F are the function names in scope that have not been used yet, hence the target code has not constructed their closures and therefore we have to account for their future allocation. Conceptually, A stands for the size of the reachable source heap at the function entry point and δ is the extra space that has been allocated during the execution of the target code after the function entry point. If the initial configurations are related this way, then the postcondition that bounds the space consumption of the target is, m trg ≤ max(A + cost space exp (e src ) + δ, m src + max(cost space exp (e src ), cost space heap (H src ))) Intuitively, the term A + cost space exp (e 1 ) + δ captures the maximum space consumption for the execution of the current function, and the term m src + max(cost space exp (e src ), cost space heap (H src )) the maximum space consumption of any future execution of a function that is either defined in e src or is a heap pointer.
We can now formulate the concrete pre-and postconditions that we wish to establish when proving closure conversion correct. The local pre-and postconditions are,
Note that the local pre-and postconditions are parameterized by A, δ , and F which will also be parameters to the proof of closure conversion.
The global pre-and postconditions are instances of the local ones that hold when considering the execution of whole functions. Hence, the parameter F will be instantiated with a singleton set containing the name of the function, have only one function name (the current, δ with the size of the function's environment, and A with the size of the reachable portion of the heap upon function entry. The parameter F is the set of free variables that will be passed by the logical relation (not shown in its definition) to calculate the size of the closure environment.
Correctness
The main correctness theorem states that the input and the output programs of closure conversion are related when evaluated in related heap-environment pairs. Our logical relation implies semantic preservation and establishes the resource bounds. In our proofs, we make the explicit assumption that the source program has unique bindings which are also disjoint from the free variables of the program, but leave these assumptions implicit in the paper presentation of the main theorem. As usual, in the fundamental theorem of the logical relation, we require that the environments are logically related, and we maintain this invariant throughout the proof. But in the case of closure conversion this relation holds only for the local environments, that contain parameters of the current function and locally defined variables, excluding newly defined functions that have not been used yet (because the closure-converter will not build the closure for a function until its first occurrence).
Recall the closure conversion judgment: Γ, Φ ⊢ (ϕ,γ ) e ⇝ē. The environment Γ corresponds to the local variables and hence its contents will be related by the environment relation. The rest of the evaluation environment consists of the function names that have been defined locally but have not been used yet (given by the set dom(ϕ) \ Γ)Ðhence the target code has not constructed their closures yetÐand the free variables that are not local to the current scope (given by the global environment Φ) which correspond (in the target evaluation environment) to what is stored in the closure environment parameter.
Two additional environment invariants capture these relations for these parts of the environment. The first relation asserts that the variables in the global environment of the source program are logically related with the values stored in the closure environment of the target program.
In the same spirit we formulate a relation that connects the closures in the source with the closures that have not yet been constructed in the target.
The above relation asserts that the value of source environment for any of the function names in dom(ϕ) \ Γ is logically related to a location that points to a freshly constructed target closure, whose code component is the value of the function name in the target environment, and the environment component is the name (ϕ(f )) of the closure environment that corresponds to f in the target environment. Maintaining this invariant allows us to reestablish the local environment relatedness after the target closure has been constructed and the function name has been added to the local environment.
Using the above invariants we can state and prove the fundamental theorem of our logical relation, that the closure conversion relation inhabits the logical relation for our choice of preand postconditions. We additionally require that the location renaming between the source and target heaps is injective at the reachable portion of its domain order to establish that the reachable portions of the two heaps are in bijection.
Theorem 8.1 (Correctness of Closure Conversion). Assume that
Doing the proof amounts to showing that the concrete bounds satisfy the compatibility requirements, then applying the compatibility properties of the logical relation to relate the contexts generated by the closure conversion with those of the source program, and finally, for the inductive cases of the proof, applying the inductive hypothesis (the proof is by induction on the step-index and then by case analysis on the expression). The application case is almost immediate using the environment relation. The abstraction case requires us to show that the closures we are allocating are related which we obtain from the induction hypothesis and the fact that the size bound holds upon function entry. Now consider a complete program, one without free variables. If it terminates, the closureconverted program terminates, the result is correct, and the resource bound is satisfied: it is safe for space and safe for time. Compositionality. We have presented a resource-safety proof for closure conversion. For a provably resource-preserving compiler we have to establish this result for all the passes of the compiler and compose the proofs to get and end-to-end theorem. Unfortunately, composition cannot happen at the level of logical relations.
Consider the symmetric version of this logical relation (in which function calls are the same in the source and target programs). This relation is, in fact, an equivalence relation, and one can verify multiple passes individually and derive that the composition of the passes inhabits the logical relation. However, the łsymmetric versionž does not compose with the closure-conversion logical relation and therefore the reasoning can not be carried out end-to-end at the level of logical relations. Composition can still happen at the level of top-level corollaries, using a weaker notion of value refinement, and applies only to whole-program compilation.
RELATED WORK
Space-safety of Program Transformations. Others have already observed that program transformations ought to be safe with respect to their resource consumption. Minamide [1999] proves space-safety of the CPS transformation by showing, using a forward simulation argument, that CPS preserves the size of the reachable portion in the heap within a constant factor. Improvement theory [Sands 1992 [Sands , 1998 ] can be used to characterize transformations guaranteed to never worsen the asymptotic complexity of a program with respect to a particular resource. A program is called an improvement of another if its execution is more efficient with respect to a particular resource in any given program context. To show that a transformation is resource-safe it suffices to show that local steps of the transformation inhabit a particular improvement relation. This technique has been studied both in the context of time-safety and space-safety Sands 1999, 2001] . Theory of space improvement has only been applied to local transformations.
Resource Bound Certification. Source resource consumption bounds can be certified by showing that they are preserved through the compilation pipeline. Crary and Weirich [2000] present a decidable type system capable of establishing upper bounds on resource consumption of programs and they show that these bounds are preserved all the way to assembly language. They do so by introducing a virtual clock that winds down at every function application. Although this technique suffices to show preservation of time, it does not scale to space usage in a garbage collected setting. Since memory does not grow monotonically, łticksž cannot capture space consumption.
Certified space-preserving compilers for imperative languages exist as well, but employ proof techniques that do not directly apply to functional programs and higher-order state. Carbonneaux et al. [2014] prove that stack-space bounds for C programs are preserved through CompCert by extending the trace preservation proof of the compiler to also prove stack space consumption. Amadio and Régis-Gianas [2012] show that the labelling method, an instrumentation technique for monitoring resources the program consumes, is preserved through a compilation chain. The labels of the source program can be used to reason about its execution time, allowing for end-to-end bound certification. Besson et al. [2017] extend the semantics and the proof of CompCert to verify that memory consumption is preserved.
Source Cost Analysis. Source-level cost analysis is complementary to the work presented in this paper. Most related to our work are techniques that apply to higher-order functional languages and support time and space usage [Jost et al. 2010] , and garbage collection [Albert et al. 2010; Unnikrishnan and Stoller 2009] .
Relational cost analysis is technically related to our work, as it relates the resource consumption of the execution of two programs. Çiçek et al. 2017; 2016; 2015 develop type- and-effect refinement type systems capable of establishing upper bounds for the resource consumption of two programs (or two executions of the same program), and their applications include analysis of the cost of incremental computation and reasoning about side-channel freedom. The technical background of this line of work is similar to ours and we drew inspiration from it when designing this framework. The soundness proof of the type systems uses a logical relation that relates the final values of the computation, as well as the resource consumption of the two programs.
Garbage Collection Specification. Our formalization of garbage collection is inspired by the one presented by Morrisett and Harper [1997] in their formalization of an abstract machine for a functional language that allows the heap to be garbage collected nondeterministically. Our specification of garbage collection is similar to theirs, with the addition that we require the heap to be fully garbage collected which is require to prove the bounds.
Logical Relations. The applications of logical relations to correctness of program transformations have been studied widely. Our logical relation is unusual in that is supports reasoning in presence of garbage collection. Hur and Dreyer [2011] observed that Kripke logical relations are not directly compatible with garbage collection because of the heap monotonicity requirement that is violated in presence of garbage collection. They address that by the means of logical memories in which locations are never deallocated. Logical memories are connected to physical memories by a lookup table that specifies whether a location is live in the physical memory and which physical location it corresponds. Our solution is to close our relation over all isomorphic heaps, hence guaranteeing that related computations will be related for future, possibly garbage-collected, heaps.
Our notion of global vs. local conditions resembles the concepts of local and global knowledge in parametric bisimulations [Hur et al. 2012; Neis et al. 2015] . Local knowledge, similar to local preand postconditions in our case, represents the relations known to hold locally during the proofs. In contrast, global knowledge characterizes what values are equivalent in general, much as our global conditions characterize what is globally true about the execution of programs.
CONCLUSION
We have presented the first formal proof that closure conversion with flat closure representation is safe for space (as well as correct with respect to evaluation semantics). To do so we devised a logical relation that allows us to reason compositionally about intensional properties of programs along with extensional ones. Compared to known limitations of standard logical relations, our new relation gives the ability to reason about resource preservation in presence of garbage collected heaps, and the reasoning can be extended to diverging source programs.
